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was a failure. We discussed the fairly rigid time-table which
is now the order of the day. He admitted that in the primary
school where one teacher took all subjects a certain latitude
might be allowed. But in secondary schools, where there was
specialisation, every teacher must obviously finish to time.. It
is quite true that the fixed time-table makes great demands on
the teacher. For instance, the lesson in arithmetic, or language,
must be so planned that all children shall finish approximately
at the same time. By various means, such as extra help after
school, etc., the teacher must try to level up the worst with the
best sufficiently to allow the lesson to be satisfactory to all.
Naturally a brilliant child at mathematics could be given more
problems, or could be asked to help the slower child. There
should always be work which children could do while waiting.
No lesson could be judged satisfactory unless it was so planned
that every child could finish the work in the time set. I asked
about a child who was so keenly interested in a subject that it
desired very strongly to go on with it beyond the set time. I
cited an instance that I had come across. In an art course for
specially interested schoolchildren which an art institute was
giving I was present at a lesson when the children did not all
finish the work. They begged the master to let them go on.
But the time was up. They had had nearly two hours, and the
master was not free any longer. The director pointed out that
even a genius was a better person if he was adequately equipped
to deal with all phases of life. He could o#ly be adequately
equipped if in his schooldays he acquired the necessary skill
and information. Even a genius must learn to adjust himself to
Efe and the claims of others, and it was good that the children
should learn that they could not have all the master's time
because he had other duties. Moreover, there were children's
clubs and circles in the schools which the children were en-
couraged to attend, and where they could work under entirely
free conditions at whatever they pleased, Here may possibly
jfe the solution to the education problem. If tie dhild can be
with unlunited opportiinity after school to express

